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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have grown
widely due to their application in various domains, such
as surveillance, healthcare, telecommunication, etc. In
WSNs, there is a necessity to design energy-eﬃcient
algorithms for diﬀerent purposes. Load balancing of gateways in cluster-based WSNs is necessary to maximize the
lifetime of a network. Shuﬄed frog leaping algorithm
(SFLA) is a popular heuristic algorithm that incorporates
a deterministic approach. Performance of any heuristic
algorithm depends on its exploration and exploitation
capability. The main contribution of this article is an
enhanced SFLA with improved local search capability.
Three strategies are tested to enhance the local search
capability of SFLA to improve the load balancing of gateways in WSNs. The ﬁrst proposed approach is deterministic in which the participation of the global best solution in information exchange is increased. The next two
variations reduces the deterministic approach in the local
search component of SFLA by introducing probabilitybased selection of frogs for information exchange. All
three strategies improved the success of local search.
Second contribution of article is increased lifetime of
gateways in WSNs with a novel energy-biased load
reduction phase introduced after the information exchange
step. The proposed algorithm is tested with 15 datasets of
varying areas of deployment, number of sensors and
number of gateways. Proposed ESFLA-RW variation shows
signiﬁcant improvement over other variations in terms of
successful local explorations, best ﬁtness values, average
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ﬁtness values and convergence rate for all datasets.
Obtained results of proposed ESFLA-RW are signiﬁcantly
better in terms of network energy consumption, load balancing, ﬁrst gateway die and network life. The proposed
variations are tested to check the eﬀect of various algorithm-speciﬁc parameters namely frog population size,
probability of information exchange and probability of
energy-biased load reduction phase. Higher population
size and probabilities give better solutions and convergence rate.
Keywords: shuﬄed frog leaping algorithm, load balancing of gateways, wireless sensor networks, evolutionary
algorithms, roulette wheel selection, stochastic universal
sampling

1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) play a very crucial role
in today’s growing technological era. WSN applications
are present in diﬀerent areas, such as environmental
monitoring [1], defense [2], healthcare [3], automation
[4] and farming [5]. WSNs have become an important
aspect of information transfer these days. The design
and development in technology have made it feasible to
develop tiny sensor nodes that can get connected to
WSNs easily and perform the task of sensing and transmission of data. WSNs consist of sensor nodes that are
responsible for sensing data, transmission of data to base
stations or other sensor nodes. Energy is required to perform these operations in WSNs [6,7]. The only source of
energy to sensor nodes is battery power. One major problem in these types of sensors is they come with very
limited power sources and their batteries cannot be either
replaced or recharged easily [8]. This leads to the need for
an energy-eﬃcient data transmission plan, which is a
very challenging and important task.
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Figure 1: Communication of WSNs.

In cluster-based WSNs, a cluster head (CH) or gateway
is responsible to collect and process data received from
sensor nodes in the cluster region. Processed data are
then transferred to the base station or another CH
depending on its routing architecture [9]. Usually, CHs
are deployed with high-powered batteries compared to
other sensor nodes that are deployed with low-powered
batteries [10]. The process of WSNs, communication is
shown in Figure 1. Gateways are operated by batteries
and have limited power sources. Improper load balancing
can result in the early death of gateways due to excess
consumption of energy, which could increase the load on
nearby gateways and the death chain will be continued.
There is a need for proper load balancing of gateways to
avoid such problems [11].
In Figure 2, there are three gateways named g1, g2 and
g3 with a cluster of 6, 4 and 2 sensor nodes, respectively.
Gateway g1 has more load than other gateways, which
will lead to the early death of g1. This problem is solved
by proper balancing of load on gateways as shown in
Figure 2. In the literature, diﬀerent algorithms are presented for optimization of WSNs [12–17]. Selection of
appropriate node to become CH is presented in ref. [18],
load balancing of gateways by assigning best feasible
sensor nodes to gateways is investigated in refs. [19,20]
and selection of best routing algorithms to send data from
gateways to base station due to transmission range limitations is presented in ref. [21]. Allocation of ‘n’ gateways

Figure 2: Example of gateways load balancing.

to ‘m’ sensor nodes is combinatorial problem with mCn
combination. The combinations increase exponentially
with the increase in the number of sensor nodes and
gateways. Huge combinations make the load balancing
a complex problem ref. [22].
Nature-inspired algorithms are investigated to solve
diﬀerent NP problems in diﬀerent domains, such as healthcare, image processing, civil engineering, mechanical
engineering, science, etc. Evolutionary algorithms are
investigated in prediction [23–25], healthcare [26], computer science [27], feature selection problem [28,29],
sentiment analysis [30] and turbines layout optimization
problems [31].
In the literature, diﬀerent nature-inspired and bioinspired techniques are investigated for clustering problems in WSNs [10,13,19,32,33].
Nature-inspired algorithms are inspired by some natural phenomena. In recent years, a wide range of problems are investigated using nature-inspired algorithm,
such as ray optimization, gravitational search algorithm,
harmony search algorithm, ﬂower pollination algorithm,
cuckoo search and bat algorithm.
Shuﬄed frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) is a population-based heuristic algorithm that imitates the behavior
of a frog population searching for the food location [34].
SFLA was built on the idea of evolving individual memes
and exchanging information with other memes. Each individual meme represents its thoughts, cultural information
and behavior that can be exchanged with global memes to
improve overall knowledge. Thus, SFLA takes the beneﬁts
of memetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization [35].
Memes in SFLA spread faster than genes in GA resulting
in a better convergence rate [34]. The self evolutionary
approach of SFLA makes it more suitable for combinatorial problems than PSO algorithm [34]. SFLA is investigated to solve diﬀerent complex optimization problems,
such as pick-and-place sequencing optimization [35], 0/1
knapsack problem [36], travelling salesperson problem
[37], project scheduling problem [38], ﬂow shop scheduling [39,40], optimization in cloud computing [41],
optimization in social networks [42], vehicle routing problem [43] and economic load dispatch problem [44].
Several variations of SFLA are proposed in the literature to improve the eﬃciency of the algorithm. Centroid
mutation-embedded SFLA was presented by Sharma
et al. [45], where geometric centroid mutation was introduced in the algorithm to improve the convergence process. Binomial crossover-embedded SFLA [46] is presented
to speed up the convergence and to improve the exploitation capabilities of the algorithm. Furthermore, an
Elitism-based SFLA [47] is introduced to improve the
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diversiﬁcation in the algorithm. Wang et al. [48] presented a hybridized variant shuﬄed frog leaping diﬀerential evolution to enhance the radio time perception
such that the system throughput is increased.
Edla et al. [19] presented an improved shuﬄed frog
leaping algorithm (ISFLA) to balance the gateway load
in WSNs. Authors have compared the performance of
proposed ISFLA algorithm with other load balancing
techniques namely node local density load balancing
(NLDLB) [49], score-based load balancing (SBLB) [18],
simple GA (SGA) load balancing [50] and novel GA load
balancing (NGA) [51]. Authors have reported that the
ISFLA is better than the mentioned state-of-art load balancing algorithms. This article identiﬁes three research
gaps as listed below:
• There is scope to improve the success of local search in
the SFLA.
• Investigate the eﬀect of probability of information
exchange on the performance of SFLA.
• Incorporate problem-speciﬁc knowledge in SFLA to
improve the load balancing of gateways and network
lifetime.
This article presents an extension to the work presented by Edla et al. [19]. This article enhances the load
balancing in WSNs with modiﬁcations in ISFLA by Edla
et al. [19]. The main contributions of this article are summarized as follows:
• Like other heuristic algorithms, SFLA has components
for local and global search. The local search is inﬂuenced by particle swarm optimization algorithms. The
local search approach is a deterministic approach to
guide the random heuristic approach [34]. The article
presents three local exploration strategies to enhance
the performance of SFLA.
• The proposed energy-biased load reduction phase optimizes load balancing of gateways and increases the
lifetime of WSNs.
• Tested the performance of SFLA with diﬀerent frog
population size, probability of information exchange and
the probability of energy-biased load reduction phase.
• Enhanced SFLA (ESFLA) achieves better results with
respect to load balancing, network energy consumption, convergence rate, successful local explorations
and ﬁrst gateway die for small, medium and large datasets of WSNs.
This article is organized as follows. Related work is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 is about energy models
and basic SFLA. Section 4 presents the proposed ESFLA.
Section 5 presents experimental details, results and discussion. Finally, Section 6 is the conclusion.
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2 Related work
In the literature, diﬀerent algorithms are investigated
to optimize the clustering and load balancing in WSNs.
LEACH is a self-organizing, distributed clustering mechanism that uses randomized rotation of CHs [52]. In this,
sensor nodes use energy probability to elect themselves
as CH. This randomization does not always guarantee a
good cluster formation. LEACH-C presents a centralized
version of LEACH [53]. In LEACH-C, CHs are selected by
base station rather than self-elected CH. However, load
on the base station is increased due to communication
overhead of CH selection. PEGASIS presents a chaining mechanism where communication takes place only
between neighbors [54]. Although this algorithm is not so
stable for large networks, HEED presents an approach of
selecting CHs considering residual energy of each node
[55]. But in this algorithm, iterations required are very
high for transmitting control packets. Intra-cluster distance minimized using particle swarm optimization based
approach [56]. However, the distance to the base station
was completely ignored in this approach. Guru et al. [57]
have modiﬁed the PSO algorithm by presenting a boundary
checking routing phase. However, the residual energy of
nodes is not considered. An energy-aware PSO algorithm
(PSO-C) is presented in ref. [33]. This algorithm considers
various parameters, such as intra-cluster distance and the
ratio of initial energy to current energy in all sensor nodes.
However, the energy consumption does not take into
consideration the distance from base station to CHs. Singh
and Lobiyal [58] presented novel energy-aware PSO-semi
distributed (PSO-SD) approach in which energy consumption for retransmission of collided packets is also considered. Hussain et al. [50] discussed genetic algorithm for
cluster formation of hierarchical WSNs. In this article, the
mutation operation is performed as inversion of a random
single bit of chromosome. Kuila et al. [51] presented the
novel genetic algorithm (NGA) to solve the load balancing
problem in WSNs. NGA improves initial population generation phase where connection between sensor nodes
and gateways is taken into consideration for generating
chromosomes. Kuila and Jana [10] presented a novel differential evolution algorithm to increase the lifespan of
ﬁrst node death. Energy consumption and network lifespan of each CH are considered for cluster formation.
However, the algorithm may cause energy ineﬃciency
due to random selection of CHs. Zhang and Yang [49]
presented an NLDLB algorithm that describes three steps
of selecting cluster members. First, if a member node has
connectivity with only one CH. Second, if the distance of
the member node and CH is below range R/2. Third,
remaining nodes are connected to CH within range with
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minimum connections. Gattani and Jafri [18] presented a
score-based load balancing algorithm (SBLBA) in which
WSNs, lifetime is increased by controlling packet loss
during transmission. In this algorithm, the node that has
maximum residual energy is selected as CH. Then, it ﬁnds
two best score nodes; score for each node is calculated
using the ratio of residual energy and distance. Remaining
nodes send the sensed data to the CH via these two best
score nodes. Edla et al. [19] presented an ISFLA, which is an
evolutionary approach to balance gateway load in WSNs.
Also, energy-eﬃcient ﬁtness function is discussed where the
residual energy of gateways is taken into consideration.
ISFLA is compared with genetic algorithm, novel genetic
algorithm, NLDLB algorithm and SBLBA. ISFLA has proved
to be better. Edla et al. [32] presented a shuﬄed complex
evolutionary approach to solve the load balancing problem

in WSNs. Authors presented novel residual energy aware
ﬁtness function for solving load balancing problem. Edla
et al. [32] presented improved ﬁtness function over Edla
et al. [19] and a new allocation constraint. The allocation
constraint instructs to allocate a minimum number of sensors to the gateway that is farthest from base station. Table 1
presents a summary of related work.

3 Background
3.1 Network energy model
The radio signals are used in WSNs to communicate
across devices. Size of the signal depends on the size of

Table 1: Literature summary of clustering algorithms for optimization problems in WSN
Objectives

Algorithms

Contributions

Results

To minimize network
energy usage

LEACH

To reduce the energy
consumption

LEACH-C

CH is selected on the basis of initial energy. It
incorporates randomized rotation of CHs to
share the load among the nodes
Assignment of CHs to sensor nodes is
managed by the centralized base station

To improve the node
lifetime in the WSN

PEGASIS

Results proved eight times better than static
clustering in terms of energy consumption
and ﬁrst node die
Results proved that LEACH-C delivers 40%
more data as compared to LEACH per unit
energy
Results proved that PEGASIS improves node
lifespan by 100–300%

Increase network lifetime

HEED

To maximize the network
lifetime and data delivery
at base station

PSO-C

To maximize the network
lifetime and reduce energy
consumption

PSO-SD

To perform load balancing
of CHs in WSN

NGA

To perform load balancing
of CHs

NLDLB

To improve the network
lifetime

SBLBA

To improve the network
lifetime

ISFLA

Presented a greedy chain-based algorithm
where node transmits data only to its close
node and this chain sends the data to BS
Presented a hybrid solution that randomly
chooses CHs based on their residual energy
and nodes join clusters to reduce
communication costs
Presented a centralized version of PSO. It
focuses on reducing intra cluster Euclidean
distance. Ratio of residual energy to initial
energy is considered in the objective function
Reduced intra cluster distance. Proposed
ﬁtness function considers the energy
consumption for retransmission of collided
packets
Presented a novel chromosome
representation scheme for a genetic
algorithm. Improved initial population
generation by considering communication
range for sensors
Ensure that the mean square deviation value
is as minimal as possible for the quantity of
sensor nodes within each cluster
Presented an energy aware approach to
assign a score to each node. Selection of CH
is carried by these scores
Presented an evolutionary approach by
improving SFLA for proper load balancing of
gateways in WSNs. An energy-eﬃcient ﬁtness
function is also proposed to achieve better
solution

Results proved HEED improves network
lifespan compared to LEACH

Results proved PSO-C improves network
lifespan and data delivery compared to
LEACH and LEACH-C
Results are proved to be better than PSO-C
and LEACH-C in terms of network lifetime
and average energy consumption
Results are proved to be better than simple
GA, diﬀerential evolution in terms of load
balancing, active sensors and energy
consumption
Novel clustering approach. Results are
validated against a couple of algorithms to
prove its eﬀectiveness in balancing the load
Controlled packet loss during transmission

Results proved that ISFLA performed better
in terms of load balancing, energy
consumption, network lifetime as compared
to GA, NGA, NLDLB, SBLBA, etc.

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs
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the data that are being transmitted. Energy is consumed
in order to generate, transmit and receive these signals.
To calculate the consumption of energy for these activities, an energy model from Heinzelman et al. [53] is used.
Based on the distance within the transmitter and receiver,
this network energy model uses an appropriate channel
for the communication. Free space channel is used if the
distance is below the nominal distance δ while a multipath fading channel is used if the distance exceeds the
nominal distance δ . Energy consumed for transmitting
the x -bit message throughout the distance d is computed
as equation (1).

 x ∗ Eelec + x ∗ Efs ∗ d 2 , if d < δ.
ET (x , d) = 
4
 x ∗ Eelec + x ∗ Emp ∗ d , if d ≥ δ.

(1)

Here, Eelec is per bit energy utilization of the electronic
circuit, Efs is per bit energy utilization of the free space
model and Emp is per bit energy utilization of the multipath
fading channel. Equation (2) demonstrates the energy consumption of a node to collect x -bit data within its range.

ER(x ) = x ∗ Eelec.

(2)

3.2 SFLA
This subsection presents the strategy of the SFLA [19,34,59].
Figure 3 displays the ﬂowchart of the SFLA. The steps of
SFLA are described below.
1. Initial population generation: Set of algorithm-speciﬁc
parameters namely maximum generations, memeplex
count, sub-memeplex count and population size are
initialized in this phase. Speciﬁed numbers of frogs
are randomly generated.
2. Fitness calculation and frog arrangements: In this step,
ﬁtness values of all frogs are calculated with the help
of ﬁtness function, then all the frogs are arranged in
ascending order according to their ﬁtness value.
3. Memeplex arrangements: Sorted frogs are then distributed into a speciﬁed number of the memeplexes. Frogs
are distributed like the ﬁrst frog is placed in the ﬁrst
memeplex, the next frog is placed in the second memeplex, ith frog is placed in the ith memeplex and
(i + 1) th frog is again placed in the ﬁrst memeplex.
4. Sub-memeplex arrangements: Each individual memeplex is further partitioned into a speciﬁed number of
sub-memeplexes.
5. Local exploration: Every sub-memeplex is evolved individually as explained in Figure 4. During evolution,

Figure 3: Flowchart of SFLA.

information is exchanged between the best and the
worst frog of the sub-memeplex.
6. Convergence satisfaction test: At the end of each iteration, convergence criteria are checked. If criteria are
satisﬁed, further execution is stopped, otherwise, algorithms continue for the next iteration. Convergence criteria could be threshold ﬁtness value or maximum
iteration count.
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Figure 5: Sample individual frog representation.

strategies are proposed for improving the local exploration
capability. The proposed algorithm is an extension of the
ISFLA presented by Edla et al. [19]. This section presents
solution representation, initialization function, ﬁtness function, steps of proposed ESFLA and the proposed energybiased load reduction phase.

4.1 Frog (solution) representation
Frog (solution) represents the assignment of gateways to
sensors. The length of the frog is equal to the count of the
sensors in WSNs. Each sensor is allocated to one of the
gateways within the interaction range. A sample solution
representation is shown in Figure 5. In the given representation, sensors s4 , s5 are connected to gateway g1 and
sensors s1, s6 , s10 are connected to gateway g2 .

4.2 Generation of initial populations
In the initialization phase, a speciﬁed number of frogs are
generated randomly. During the generation of each individual frog, a gateway is randomly assigned to each
sensor node considering the interaction range. Since
gateways within interaction range are allocated to the
sensor nodes, each frog generated in the initialization
phase is feasible.
Example 1. Let us consider a WSN with ten sensor nodes
S = s10, s9 , s8, s7 , s6 , s5, s4 , s3 , s2 , s1 and four gateways
G = g1, g2 , g3 , g4 . Table 2 displays the gateways and sensor
Figure 4: Local search phase in SFLA.

4 ESFLA variations to balance the
gateways, load in WSNs
The evolution phenomenon of ISFLA speaks about improving the worst frog by exchanging memes with the best frog
of each sub-memeplex. Since information is exchanged
within best and worst frogs of each sub-memeplex, randomness in the algorithm is reduced. This restricts the local
exploration capability of ISFLA. Three local exploration

Table 2: Example of sensor nodes and gateways within its interaction range
Sensor
node

Gateways within
range

Sensor
node

Gateways within
range

s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

g2 , g3
g1 , g2 , g4
g2 , g4
g1 , g3, g4
g3, g4

s6
s7

g3, g4
g1 , g2
g2 , g3, g4
g4
g1 , g4

s8
s9
s10

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs
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gateways. Threshold values Tmax and Tmin are calculated
with equations (7) and (8), respectively.

Figure 6: A valid individual frog from the set of initial population.

Tmax = μload + μrange .

(7)

Tmin = μload − μrange .

(8)

μrange can be calculated with equation (9) considering the
nodes within the interaction range. As per Table 2, sensor
node s1 can be connected to either g2 or g3 , sensor node
s2 can be connected to g1, g2 or g4 . Figure 6 presents a
feasible frog for Example 1.

diﬀerence of boundary gateway load (R) and the total
count of gateways. The value of R can be calculated with
equation (10). In equation (10), Gmax is the maximum
gateway load, while Gmin is the minimum gateway load.

μrange =

R = Gmax − Gmin.

4.3 Fitness calculation
Fitness of each individual frog is calculated using a ﬁtness function presented by Edla et al. [19]. Equation (3)
deﬁnes the ﬁtness function used in the proposed algorithm.

μ


fitness = 1 − load 
G
max 

(3)
# heavy and under loaded gateways
+
.
Total # gateways
Here, μload represents the mean load on all gateways. μload
can be calculated using equation (4).

μload =

∑ii == 1no. of gateways Load (Gi)
# gateways

.

(4)

For load calculation, the energy required to complete
various operations by gateways is taken into consideration. Load on each gateway can be mathematically calculated with equation (5)

Load(Gi) = x ∗

R
.
Total#gateways

Eremain(Gi)
,
Einitial(Gi)

(5)

where x is the count of bits that are to be sent by ith
gateway. Eremain is the residual energy of gateway Gi ,
while Einitial is the initial energy of gateway Gi . Eremain is
calculated with equation (6)

Eremain = Einitial − ER(x ) − ET (x , d).

(6)

ET (x , d) and ER(x ) can be calculated with equations (1)
and (2), respectively.
The number of heavy and under loaded gateways is
the count of gateways that are not between the maximum
threshold (Tmax) and minimum threshold (Tmin). Gateways
with load exceeding Tmax are heavy loaded gateways,
and gateways with a load below Tmin are under loaded

(9)
(10)

The problem is formulated as a minimization problem. Frog with minimum ﬁtness value is better. The ﬁtness value is based on energy consumption, so it cannot
be zero or negative.

4.4 Memeplex arrangements
The number of frogs generated in the initialization phase
is distributed into a speciﬁed number of memeplexes. All
the frogs are arranged in increasing order of their ﬁtness
value and then they are distributed among memeplexes.
The distribution of sorted frogs happens as per equation
(11), where the ﬁrst frog is placed in the ﬁrst memeplex,
ith frog is placed in the ith memeplex and (i + 1) th frog is
again placed into the ﬁrst memeplex. Assuming eight
frogs generated in the initial phase are arranged in the
ascending order of their ﬁtness value and named as f1 to
f8 as shown in Figure 7 and 8 shows the distribution of
eight sorted frogs into two memeplexes.

memeplex( f ) = pos( f ) mod m .

(11)

4.5 Sub-memeplex arrangements
Each memeplex is further broken down into j sub-memeplexes. Value for j is randomly selected from factors of
memeplex size. Memeplex size is the count of frogs present in a memeplex. In Figure 8, memeplex size is 4.
Factorials of 4 are 1, 2 and 4. So, the number of submemeplexes can be chosen from number 1, 2 or 4.
Figure 9 shows partition of each memeplex from Figure 8
into two sub-memeplexes. The total number of sub-memeplexes is four, i.e., (i1, j1), (i1, j2 ), (i2 , j1), (i2 , j2 ).
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Figure 7: Sample feasible frogs (solutions) generated in initialization step.

gateways is taken into consideration and a necessary
biased decision is made to save the dying gateway.

Figure 8: Example of partitioning step (partitioning of frogs into
memeplexes).

Figure 9: Example of partitioning of two memeplex into two submemeplexes.

4.6 Local exploration phase
This stage performs evolution of each sub-memeplex
with information exchange between selected frogs. In
ISFLA, the evolution of each sub-memeplex is performed
with information exchange from best to the worst frog.
We present three approaches to choose source and target
frogs to contribute to the sub-memeplex evolution phase.
Instead of selecting the best and worst frogs for information exchange, the presented approaches focus on giving
scope to other frogs to take part in the exchange process.
After information exchange, a novel energy-biased load
reduction phase is introduced to increase the lifetime of
gateways in WSNs. In this phase, residual energy of

4.6.1 ESFLA with global guided
This modiﬁed version of ISFLA is termed as Enhanced
Shuﬄed Frog Leaping Algorithm-Global Guided (ESFLAGG). Figure 10 shows a ﬂowchart of this approach. In
ESFLA-GG approach, the worst frog of the sub-memeplex
is replaced by the global best frog. Replacing the worst frog
with the global best frog in all the sub-memeplexes does
not provide randomness. To maintain a diversity of frogs,
this replacement is carried out only in half of trailing submemeplexes before the evolution process is started. We
denote TS as a set that contains only half of the trailing sub-memeplexes as expressed in equation (12). After
replacement, the new best frog in the sub-memeplex is
appointed as a source frog and the worst frog is appointed
as a target frog for information exchange.

TS = {s∣s belongs to trailing half sub-memeplexes }, (12)
where s → individual sub-memeplex.

4.6.2 ESFLA with stochastic universal sampling
(ESFLA-SS)
Baker [60] presented a zero-bias sampling algorithm
termed as stochastic universal sampling (SUS). Basically,

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs
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are mapped on a line segment ranging from 0 to 1, such
that the area occupied by the individual is equal to its
ﬁtness proportion (in ratio to sum of all individual’s ﬁtness). Greater the ﬁtness more the area allocated to the
individual on the segment. To place the N pointers, a
random value r is generated within range (0, 1/N), the
ﬁrst pointer is placed on the generated value r, the
remaining pointers are placed with a space of 1/N.
Algorithm 1: Generating ﬁtness probability scale
Input: Array of solutions with its Fitness values Fitness[]
Output: Fitness Probability Scale within range 0 to 1
1 Procedure
getFitnessProbabilityScale(Fitness[]):
2
N ≔ number of frogs ≔ len(Fitness) ;

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

∕ ∗ Use exponential fitness for minimization problem ∗ ∕
for index ≔ 1 to N do
ExpFitness[index]≔exponential (−1 ∗
Fitness[index])
end
F ≔ sum of ExpFitness
Scale ≔0
for index ≔ 1 to N do
Scale≔Scale + ExpFitness(index)∕F
ScaleFitness[index] ≔ Scale
end
ScaleFitness ← Sorted (ScaleFitness)
return ScaleFitness

13

Algorithm 2: Choose the source and target frog by stochastic
universal sampling
Input: Population P, Fitness of Population Fitness[], Number of
Frogs to be selected S.
Output: Selected Source and Target Frogs
1 Procedure getStochasticFrogs(P , Fitness[], S ):
2
S≔ Number of samples to be selected

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Figure 10: ESFLA with global guided.

13
14

SUS is employed to select N equally spaced samples from
a given population. All the individuals in the population

15
16

//Number of samples are 2 in this case
N ≔ number of frogs≔len(P)
Scale ≔ getFitnessProbabilityScale(Fitness)
R1≔random (0, 1∕S )
Pointer to source frog
R2 ≔ R1 + 1∕S
Pointer to target frog
Frogs[ ]← Initialize Empty Array
for i ≔ 1 to N do
if R1 < = Scale(i) then
∣ Frogs[‘sourceFrog’] ≔ P[i]
end
if R2 < = Scale(i) then
∣ Frogs[‘targetFrog’] ≔ P[i]
end
end
return Frogs
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We employed the SUS technique to select the source
and target frog from the sub-memeplex, i.e., N = 2 . The
frogs are sorted in increasing order of their ﬁtness values
and are mapped to a line segment of range (0, 1). Since
N = 2 , a random value r is generated within (0, 0.5). Frog

at r is selected as source frog and frog at r + 0.5 is
selected as target frog. The selected target frog will
obviously be weaker than the source frog. Figure 11
shows the ﬂowchart of this approach.

4.6.3 ESFLA with roulette wheel (RW) selection
(ESFLA-RW)
Pencheva et al. [61] used an RW-based selection approach
for a genetic algorithm. In the RW approach, the circular
wheel is partitioned among probabilities of all solutions
just like a line segment in SUS. Contrary to SUS, RW could
choose only one item at a time. A pointer is pointing
toward the ﬁxed position when the wheel is rotated. The
solution is selected whose region is pointed by a pointer
after the wheel is stopped. In RW, ﬁtness values of all the
solutions are converted into roulette probabilities. Better
ﬁtness frog is more likely to get selected. In this approach,
a probabilistic RW is created for each sub-memeplex. Each
frog in the sub-memeplex is assigned with probability
values within the range 0 to 1. Better the ﬁtness of the
frog, the more the probability range allocated to the frog.
This increases the probability of a better frog getting
selected for information exchange. One frog from the
sub-memeplex is selected using an RW rotation. This
selected frog is considered as a source of information
exchange. The worst frog from the sub-memeplex is considered as the target of information exchange. Figure 12
shows the ﬂowchart of this approach.
Algorithm 3: Choose the source frog by RW selection
Input: Population P, Fitness of Population
Fitness[], Target frog Tf.
Output: Selected Source Frog for information exchange
1 Procedure getRouletteFrog(P , Fitness[], Tf ):
2
N ≔ number of frogs≔len(P)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Scale ≔getFitnessProbabilityScale(Fitness)
∕∗ Generate Random number R such that it does not
returns already select target frog Tf
∗∕
R ≔ random (0, 1)
Frogs [ ]← Initialize Empty Array
for i ≔ 1 to N do
if R < = Scale(i) then
∣ sourceFrog ≔ P[i]
end
end
return sourceFrog

11

Figure 11: ESFLA with SUS.

Once the source and target frogs are selected from
any of the above speciﬁed local exploration approaches,
the information exchange is performed and new oﬀspring

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs
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Figure 13: Oﬀspring generated using roulette wheel (RW) selection.

that 1 < p < n, in which n is the count of sensor nodes. All
the gateway bits from p to n of source frog are copied to
the target frog. Each sub-memeplex will go through the
same process. Taking as an example, let us consider we
get (f6) as source frog in local exploration and (f8) as
target frog. Figure 13 shows newly generated oﬀspring
assuming random point p = 4 for single point crossover
operation.
To improve the solution quality, we proposed a novel
energy-biased load reduction phase for gateway. In this
phase, the residual energy of gateways is taken into consideration in order to increase the lifetime of gateways in
WSNs. The energy consumption of gateways is estimated
using equation (6) for the newly generated oﬀspring in
the above phase. Residual energy of gateways is initial
energy minus estimated energy consumption. The gateway
with lowest estimated residual energy is selected to reduce
the load so that its lifetime is increased.
Algorithm 4: Proposed energy-biased load reduction phase
Input: Solution S, Gateways available energies GE, Gateways in
Range of
sensors R
Output: Improved Solution
1 Procedure ProposedLoadReduction(S , GE ):
2
energyConsumed ← Energy consumed by

3
4
5
6
7
8

gateways for solution S
foreach gateway in Gateways do
GE[gateway] = GE[gateway]
− energyConsumed[gateway]
end
Gmin≔ min(gatewayEnergies)
//Find gateway with minimum residual energy
∕ ∗ Find farthest distance sensor Sf that is allocated
to Gmin but can be allocated to another gateway
Sf ≔ getFarthestSensor (Gmin)

9

choose randomly Gnew ∈ R(Sf ) such that

10

Gnew != Gmin
S[Sf ] ≔ Gnew

∗∕

//Allocate new gateway to the farthest sensor
return S
Figure 12: ESFLA with roulette wheel (ESFLA-RW) selection.

is generated to replace the existing target frog. The information exchange is a single point crossover operator. For
information exchange, a random point p is selected such

To reduce the load of the dying gateway, the farthest
sensor node from this selected gateway in terms of Euclidean distance is deallocated. The deallocation reduces
the energy consumption of this gateway. This deallocated
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Figure 14: Solution modiﬁed after energy-biased load reduction phase.

sensor is allocated to another gateway that lies within its
range. As the allocation of gateway is performed considering the range constraint, it can be stated that the oﬀspring generated in the proposed energy-biased load
reduction phase is a feasible solution. Carrying forward
the sample oﬀspring in Figure 13, let us assume that the
gateway g2 has the lowest residual energy and sensor
node s7 is farthest in terms of Euclidean distance from
g2 . To reduce the load from g2 , sensor node s7 is deallocated from gateway g2 and s7 is allocated to another
gateway within its range. Taking reference to Table 2, s7
is allocated to gateway g2 . Figure 14 shows the eﬀect of
these operations.

5 Experimental details, results and
discussion
5.1 Simulation details
A program is created to generate input datasets randomly. Number of sensor nodes, number of gateways,

distribution area size and threshold communication range
of sensors with gateways are passed as input to this program. The data generator creates input by random distribution of a speciﬁed number of sensors and gateways
within a given area. Total 15 input datasets are created
using the dataset generator program. Generated input
datasets are categorized into three categories, namely
small, medium and large, based on the count of sensors
and gateways. A set of 15 inputs are shown in Table 3.
Input 1–5 belongs to a small dataset category, input 6–10
belongs to a medium dataset and input 11–15 belongs to a
large dataset. Input datasets have various parameters.
Maximum threshold distance (m) is the maximum distance up to which sensors can transmit data, area of
deployment (m × m ) is the spread of a network in a
geographical area, base station location is the x and y
coordinates of the base station in geographical location
with reference to area of deployment. Number of sensor
nodes and number of gateways available in the network
are given to the algorithm with their respective coordinates.
For experimentation, each dataset is considered with
equal and unequal load on sensors. Equal load means
each sensor node transmits the same amount of data

Table 3: Experimental scenario
Input number

Max threshold
distance (m)

Area of
deployment (m × m)

Base station
location ( x , y )

Count of sensor
nodes

Count of gateways

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

10
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

50 × 50
50 × 50
50 × 50
100 × 100
100 × 100
100 × 100
200 × 200
200 × 200
200 × 200
200 × 200
300 × 300
300 × 300
300 × 300
300 × 300
300 × 300

(48, 25)
(48, 25)
(48, 25)
(96, 50)
(96, 50)
(96, 50)
(196, 100)
(196, 100)
(196, 100)
(196, 100)
(296, 150)
(296, 150)
(296, 150)
(296, 150)
(296, 150)

50
100
200
500
750
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000

10
20
30
50
65
80
100
120
140
160
150
175
200
225
250
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Figure 15: Deployment of sensor nodes and gateways. (a) Deployment of 50 sensor nodes in 50 × 50 m2 area. (b) Deployment of 500 sensor
nodes in 100 × 100 m2 area.

bits while unequal load means that sensor nodes transmit
data of varying length. Unequal load is chosen randomly
for each sensor node from a given set of load sizes. Two
sample inputs generated with the program are shown in
Figure 15. Red dots indicate gateways, green dots indicate
sensor nodes and a blue dot indicates base station.
Table 4 presents simulation parameters used in experiments. Default Einitial is the initial energy in the gateways at
the start of the ﬁrst round; however, this value changes after
the end of each round depending on gateway’s energy consumption. The sensor data length is the number of bits
transmitted by sensor nodes. The number of memeplexes
and sub-memeplexes are chosen randomly as explained in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

Table 4: Simulation parameters
Initial gateway energy (Einitial )
Data transfer length (equal load)
Sensor data length
(unequal load)
Energy required by circuit (Eelec )
Energy required by free
space (Efs)
Energy required by MP (Emp)
Frog population size (PopSize)
Memeplex count
Sub-memeplex count
Max convergence iterations (α )
Max roulette iterations
(maxRouletteIterations)

10,000,000 nJ
8 bits
rand(4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14) bits
50 nJ/bit

5.2 Results of ESFLA variations
Experiments are conducted for all the 15 input datasets
described in Section 5.1. The results of the proposed
ESFLA are compared with ISFLA presented by Edla et al.
[19]. SFLA is an evolutionary algorithm. Evolutionary algorithms are probabilistic in nature. Traditional algorithmic
analysis is not applicable to these algorithms. The measure
performance of evolutionary algorithms best value, mean
value and standard deviation is used. Suganthan et al.
[62] presented six metrics for evaluating the performance
of these algorithms for mathematical benchmark function. These six parameters are namely convergence graph,
average number of function evaluations (NFEs), success
rate, acceleration rate and improvement. This article presents the SFLA for application in WSN. Following metrics
are used for performance analysis. Algorithmic metrics
used are successful local explorations, best ﬁtness values,
average ﬁtness values and convergence graph. Application-speciﬁc metrics used are network energy consumption, load balancing and ﬁrst gateway die.

5.2.1 Average best ﬁtness value

10 pJ/bit/m2
0.001 pJ/bit/m4
100
rand(factorialSet
(PopSize))
rand(factorialSet(PopSize/
MemeplexCount))
50
5

Load balancing is derived from the ﬁtness value of the
best solution obtained at the last iteration. Better ﬁtness
value indicates better load balancing. The best ﬁtness
value obtained from the algorithm at last iteration is measured. For each dataset, the program is executed ten
times and an average of all ten best results are taken
into consideration to neutralize the randomness eﬀect.
Figure 16a and b shows comparison of proposed ESFLAGG approach with ISFLA for equal and unequal load,
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Figure 16: Comparison of proposed ESFLAs using average best ﬁtness value. (a) ESFLA-GG equal load, (b) ESFLA-GG unequal load, (c) ESFLASS equal load, (d) ESFLA-SS unequal load, (e) ESFLA-RW equal load and (f) ESFLA-RW unequal load.

respectively. For a few datasets, ESFLA-GG is found slightly
better than ISFLA. Results show that ESFLA-GG does not
guarantee performance improvement over ISFLA for all
cases. ESFLA-GG presents a deterministic approach by
replacing the worst frog with the global best frog in half
of the trailing sub-memeplexes. Results show that the proposed deterministic approach does not guarantee improvement in local exploration every time due to reduction in
population diversity.
Figure 16c and d shows comparison of proposed
ESFLA-SS approach with ISFLA for equal and unequal
load, respectively. For a few datasets, ESFLA-SS is found
slightly better than ISFLA. Results from Figure 16 show
that ESFLA-SS provides slight improvement over ISFLA
for the majority of the datasets. Figure 16e and f shows

comparison of proposed ESFLA-RW approach with ISFLA
for equal and unequal load, respectively. ESLFA-RW is
found better for all small, medium and large datasets
with equal and unequal load. The performance improvement of ESFLA-RW is signiﬁcant over ISFLA since in
ESFLA-RW the improvement is always done in the worst
frog contrary to ESFLA-SS where the target frog is randomly selected for improvement. In the literature, it is
reported that the performance of many heuristic algorithms is subjected to problem instances. Change in the
problem instance size and complexity aﬀected the algorithm performance. The proposed local exploration strategies of ISFLA are not instance speciﬁc. The ESFLA-RW
shows signiﬁcant performance improvement for small,
medium and large instances with equal and unequal load.

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs

5.2.2 Success of local exploration
To verify the improvement of proposed ESFLA approaches
over ISFLA, we calculated the percentage of successful
local exploration for all sub-memeplexes. A local exploration is said to be successful if a better frog is obtained by
information exchange within the sub-memeplex itself.
Figure 17 shows the results for local exploration performance of ISFLA and ESFLA for equal and unequal load
for input 15. Results show that the proposed three local
exploration strategies are better than ISFLA. The successful local exploration percentage of ISFLA and ESFLA
variations increases with an increase in the number of
frogs. It is observed that ESFLA-RW has improved its local
exploration capability as compared to all other algorithms.
This improvement is due to the increased exposure to
choose frog within the sub-memeplex rather than always
exchanging information from best frog to worst frog.
Successful local exploration demonstrates how proposed variations improved the local exploration capability
of the algorithm, which means how many times the
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information exchange within sub memeplex itself has
improved the ﬁtness of target frog. In proposed ESFLARW, the information is exchanged within the best and
random frog selected from the RW, which improved the
exploration capability of the algorithm and led to achieve
better results. Figure 18 shows the performance of ISFLA,
ESFLA-GG, ESFLA-SS and ESFLA-RW (from left to right)
for input 15. The graphs in Figure 18a and b show the
distribution of ﬁtness values of the entire population.
The boxplot representation of the population shows
minimum, maximum, median, ﬁrst quartile and third
quartile. Results indicate that the proposed ESFLA is
better than ISFLA with respect to minimum and median
values. Population diversity is greatly reduced in ESFLAGG due to partial exchange of the worst frogs with the
global best frog. ESFLA-SS shows the highest population
diversity compared to all other approaches since high
randomness is introduced in selecting source and target
frogs. ESFLA-RW provides the best ﬁt frog (minimum value)
over all other approaches. ESFLA-RW shows improvement
in overall population compared to ISFLA.

Figure 17: Comparison of proposed ESFLAs using success of local exploration: (a) equal load and (b) unequal load.

Figure 18: Performance analysis of proposed ESFLAs. (a) Equal load, (b) unequal load.
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Figure 19: Comparison of proposed enhanced SFLAs using standard deviation. (a) Equal load, (b) unequal load.

ESFLA-RW performed better than ESFLA-GG and
ESFLA-SS. In the next subsections, comparisons are presented in ISFLA and ESFLA-RW. Figure 19 shows the
standard deviation of population ﬁtness at the last iteration. It is observed that standard deviation of ESFLA-RW
is better than ISFLA. It indicates the progress of the entire
population towards the best region.
Population diversity has a strong impact on performance of population-based nature-inspired/bio-inspired
algorithms. Good population diversity is necessary to
explore the search space. In the literature, it is reported
that poor population diversity leads to premature convergence of many evolutionary algorithms such as genetic
algorithms. Due to premature convergence, the algorithm
faces diﬃculties or fails to reach a global optimal solution. SFLA forced the information exchange between best
frog and worst frog. The proposed local exploration strategies changed this restrictive selective process of frog
selection. Results show that the proposed methodology
improved the performance of SFLA.

5.2.3 Execution time
We compared the execution time of the proposed ESFLARW with ISFLA. The obtained results are shown in Figure 20
for small, medium and large datasets with equal load.
Results show that the proposed ESFLA-RW takes slightly
more time than ISFLA. This lag is due to the introduction of
additional RW selection phase. Similar results are obtained
for unequal load datasets.

5.2.4 Energy consumption
Total energy consumed by WSNs is the sum of energy
consumed by gateways and sensors. The energy is required

to send and receive data among sensors, gateways and base
stations. Energy consumption (in Nanojoules) is calculated
using the best solution generated by algorithms. Table 5
shows the results for energy consumption of ESFLA-RW
and ISFLA. Energy consumption speciﬁes what amount of
energy is consumed by the network when the sensor to
gateway assignments is made on the basis of the best solution obtained by these algorithms. We can see that the best
solution obtained from ESFLA-RW consumes less energy as
compared to ISFLA. The proposed ESFLA-RW consumes
less energy than the ISFLA.

5.2.5 Results of proposed energy-biased load reduction
phase
To demonstrate the eﬀect of the energy-biased load reduction, we introduced the proposed load reduction phase into
ISFLA and termed it as ISFLA – enhanced load reduction
(ISFLA ELR). Nodes and gateways in WSN operates in battery power. The network lifetime depends on the battery.
In the literature, diﬀerent methods are investigated to
increase the network lifetime. This article presents load
balancing of gateways to minimize the energy requirements in WSN. Network life of WSN is deﬁned as the
time until the ﬁrst gateway dies. To verify the improvement
in gateway lifetime, we recorded the round number where
the ﬁrst gateway dies. Gateway is said to be dead when
there is no residual energy in gateway. We have compared
the results among ISFLA, ISFLA-ELR and ESFLA-RW.
Experiments are performed for one dataset from each category of small, medium and large datasets. Input 1, from
small dataset, input 6 from medium dataset and input 11
from large dataset are used. A violin plot representation is
used to show the residual energies of gateways before and
after the load reduction phase in Figure 21 for input 15. A
violin plot is similar to boxplot but gives a better idea

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs
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Figure 20: Comparison of ISFLA and proposed ESFLA-RW using execution time. (a) Small dataset, (b) medium dataset, (c) large dataset.

about the state of population. The minimum value in the
graph shows the lowest residual energy in the gateway. It

can be observed that the minimum gateway energy is
increased after applying load reduction phase leading to
increase in network lifetime. Table 6 shows the obtained
results. It is observed that the lifetime of a gateway is
increased from 9 to 15%.

Table 5: Comparison of ISFLA and ESFLA-RW using energy consumption (in Nanojoules)
Equal load

Unequal load

Inputs

ISFLA

ESFLA-RW

ISFLA

ESFLA-RW

Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

60,707
121,178
242,635
685,200
989,371
1,360,238
7,442,817
13,524,798
19,606,859
25,688,760
31,770,313
34,615,050
39,115,236
41,688,951
46,493,802

60,595
121,135
242,474
683,397
986,837
1,357,708
7,405,117
13,452,526
19,499,935
25,547,345
31,594,754
34,285,233
38,751,823
41,410,116
46,187,884

70,128
135,710
271,522
786,166
1,127,377
1,543,514
8,417,233
15,290,417
22,163,759
29,037,112
35,909,979
39,426,381
43,399,021
47,550,268
52,914,409

64,056
131,736
262,315
751,549
1,064,412
1,530,097
8,283,581
15,037,068
21,790,554
28,544,040
35,297,526
38,836,686
42,878,173
46,645,722
52,009,816

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 21: Residual energies of gateways before and after the load
reduction phase.
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Table 6: Comparison of ISFLA, ISFLA-ELR and ESFLA-RW using ﬁrst gateway die measure
Inputs

ISFLA

ISFLA-ELR

ESFLA-RW

% improvement in ISFLA-ELR

% improvement in ESFLA-RW

Input 1
Input 6
Input 11

21,420
4802
136

23,268
5436
157

23,331
5498
155

9
13
15

9
14
14

5.2.6 Convergence of algorithms
Convergence demonstrates how rapidly ﬁtness is improved
with respect to algorithm iterations. Experiments are
performed for two datasets from each category of small,
medium and large datasets. Input 1 and input 5 from
a small dataset, input 6 and input 10 from medium
dataset, while input 11 and input 15 from large dataset
are used. The best ﬁtness value obtained at each iteration
is measured. Figure 22 shows that the convergence
of proposed ESFLA-RW is better than ISFLA. Average
NFEs and number of iterations required for convergence
are proportional. Enhanced versions of SFLA required
less NFEs.

5.3 Eﬀect of algorithm-speciﬁc parameters
on ISFLA and ESFLA-RW
5.3.1 Eﬀect of frog population size
Experiments are performed for three input datasets, one
from each category of small, medium and large. The best
ﬁtness value obtained from ESFLA-RW by varying the frog
population sizes is measured with equal and unequal load
on sensors. Results from Figure 23 indicates that better
ﬁtness value is obtained with increase in the number of
frogs.
Experiments are conducted to test the eﬀect of the
frog population size on convergence performance of

Figure 22: Convergence of ISFLA and proposed ESFLA-RW. (a) Small dataset, (b) medium dataset, (c) large dataset.
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Figure 23: Eﬀect of frog population size on performance of ISFLA and proposed ESFLA-RW. (a) ISFLA – equal Load, (b) ISFLA – unequal load,
(c) ESFLA-RW – equal load, (d) ESFLA-RW – unequal load.

Figure 24: Eﬀect of frog population size on convergence of ISFLA and proposed ESFLA-RW. (a) ISFLA – equal load, (b) ISFLA – unequal load,
(c) ESFLA-RW – equal load, (d) ESFLA-RW – unequal load.
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algorithms. Experiments are performed on large input
dataset (input 15). The best ﬁtness value obtained from
ESFLA-RW by varying the frog population sizes is measured. The obtained results, shown in Figure 24, indicates
that frog population size has an impact on the convergence rate of algorithms. Performance of populationbased heuristic algorithms depends on the population
diversity. Large population diversity leads to better
exploration of search space. The obtained results validate the impact of frog population size on performance
of SFLA.

Experiments are performed for two input datasets
from each category of small, medium and large datasets.
Input 1 and input 5 from a small dataset, input 6 and
input 10 from medium dataset, while input 11 and input
15 from large dataset are taken. The probability of information exchange is tuned from 0.1 to 1.0 with a step size
of 0.1. The best ﬁtness values obtained for various probability of information exchange are noted down. The
obtained results are shown in Figure 25. It is observed
from the graphs that to achieve better ﬁtness, probability
of information exchange should be 1, which means information exchange should always be carried out to improve
local exploration and improve the ﬁnal results.

5.3.2 Eﬀect of probability of information exchange
This section presents the impact of probability of information exchange on performance of ISFLA and ESFLARW. A random value between 0 to 1 is generated for
each local exploration, if the generated value is less
than probability of information exchange then information exchange is carried out to improve frog, otherwise
the worst frog improvement is skipped. This concept is
similar to crossover rate in genetic algorithms.

5.3.3 Eﬀect of probability of energy-biased load
reduction phase
This section presents the impact of probability of energybiased load reduction phase on performance of ISFLA
and ESFLA-RW. A random value between 0 and 1 is generated for each local exploration; if the generated value is
less than the probability of energy-biased load reduction,

Figure 25: Eﬀect of probability of information exchange on performance of ISFLA and ESFLA-RW. (a) Small dataset, (b) medium dataset, (c)
large dataset.

Enhanced SFLA for gateways load balancing in WSNs
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Figure 26: Eﬀect of probability of energy-biased load reduction phase. (a) Small dataset, (b) medium dataset, (c) large dataset.

then load reduction phase is carried out to improve frog,
otherwise the phase is skipped. This concept is similar to
mutation rate in genetic algorithms.
Experiments are performed for two input datasets
from each category of small, medium and large datasets.
Input 1 and input 5 are small datasets, input 6 and input
10 are medium datasets and input 11 and input 15 are
large datasets. The probability of energy-biased load
reduction phase is tuned from 0.1 to 1.0 with a step size
of 0.1. The best ﬁtness values obtained for various probability of energy-biased load reduction phases are noted
down. The obtained results are shown in Figure 26. It is
observed from the graphs that the eﬀect of probability of
energy-biased load reduction phase is small as compared
to the eﬀect of probability of information exchange on
these algorithms.

6 Conclusions
This article presented an ESFLA, which is an extension
of the ISFLA presented by Edla et al. [19] for load balancing of gateways in WSNs. This article presented three

variations to improve the local exploration of the SFLA.
First variation (ESFLA-GG) replaces the worst frogs of
trailing half sub-memeplexes with the global best frog.
Second variation (ESFLA-SS) used a probability-based
stochastic sampling operator to select source and target
frogs. Third variation (ESFLA-RW) used a probabilistic
RW operator to select source frog, and the worst frog of
sub-memeplex is a default target frog. RW operator in the
local exploration phase gives wide exposure to choose
the frog for information exchange rather than always
sticking to the best frog. Also, the article presented a
novel energy-biased load reduction phase. This phase
focuses on improving the survival of gateways with
lowest residual energy by reducing its load. This leads
to load balancing and increase in the lifetime of the gateways. We have compared the proposed variations of
ESFLA with ISFLA presented by Edla et al. [19] for multiple datasets of varying scenarios of WSNs. The experimental results show that the proposed ESFLA-RW performs
better than ISFLA in terms of load balancing, best solution, standard deviation, network energy consumption,
network lifetime and convergence rate. Eﬀect of algorithmic parameters on performance of ISFLA and ESFLARW is investigated. Large frog population size improves
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the chances of diversity and exploration, which lead to
better results and fast convergence. Results show that
higher probability of information exchange and energybiased load reduction phase gives better solution for ISFLA
and ESFLA-RW.
Edla et al. [19] reported that the ISFLA algorithm is
better when compared with other load balancing techniques, namely NLDLB, SBLB, SGA and NGA. Results show
that the proposed ESFLA-RW is better than ISFLA for load
balancing of gateways in WSNs in terms of the several
parameters. Although there is one potential limitation
that the execution time of ESFLA-RW is slightly higher
than ISFLA due to the introduction of an additional RW
selection phase. There is scope to investigate the performance of proposed variations to mathematical benchmark functions with higher dimensions. The future work
is to improve the ﬁtness function considering the energy
required by gateways to aggregate data before sending
them to the base station.
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